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Welcome to the world of the MetaBears, 
a story-rich collection of special bears who
live in the metabearse, doing what they can
to keep it real. Every bear has its own
background story and quirks, as well as a
place in the metabearse. Join us in revealing
this secret place and its quirky inhabitants,
which only want to make you laugh and
enjoy your presence.

WORLD OF METABEARS



We are the creators of the MetaBears, two
friends with a shared will to create a
world which will relate to everyone on one
level or another, adults and children alike.

ABOUT
US
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StalkerBear doesn’t miss a cue and is always looking
to gain knowledge. While quiet in nature, when
StalkerBear chooses to speak, people are paying
attention.
Born with an investigating state of mind, Avihu
worked as an analyst and a project manager both in
the public sector and the private sector –
specializing in niches such as KYC’s, asset tracing
and battling online frauds and scams. During the
COVID-19 era, started his own business intelligence
brand, which provided with many different services
which supported banks, investors and other types of
businesses. Recently, Avihu peered into the
Blockchain and Crypto space and gave them first
priority as niches to gain expertise in. 

AVIHU MAROM
A.K.A

“STALKERBEAR”
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BearCraft sees things that other cannot, she has a third eye
and a very attentive soul. Thinking about doing something
special? BearCraft is already on it with a special brew and
solutions.
Gifted and always ahead of her time, Tal opened a
pioneering social media and marketing business, when
social media networks were still in an infancy stage as
marketing and advertising platforms. Her agency’s strength
was seeing each 
client as unique with different needs and tastes. Beginning in
the lifestyle and design industries and working with dozens of
brands, she moved on to Medicare and finally, when the 
COVID-19 era began and humanity started a short
hibernating age, Tal realized the greatness of the Crypto and
Blockchain space and began specializing in several niches:
Mining, trade, investments and most importantly NFTs. 

TAL  ECKERLING
A.K.A

“BEARCRAFT”
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THE IDEA
The idea of creating a collection of fun and slick art
came as a part of our healing process, as we both
suffer from Crohn’s Disease, one of the IBD
(Inflammatory bowel disease); an umbrella term
for autoimmune diseases such as Crohn’s Disease
and Ulcerative Colitis, which are treated in many
ways, but do not have a cure. Our complete healing
process is based upon us committing to creating a
world which makes us happy and gives us
enjoyment, but also able to give those feelings and
more (see the upcoming and roadmap sections)
back to a wide community of those who suffer from
these diseases, as well as their families, friends and
acquaintances.
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https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/inflammatory-bowel-disease/symptoms-causes/syc-20353315


THE METABEARS

These MetaBears - hand drawn by the
talented “CraftBear” and were given back-
stories by “StalkerBear” - are a part of our
society and represent all of us, especially our
quirky, funny, different, crazy sides – those
we tend to hide 
from others, as we falsely believe we would 
not be accepted. 
Each MetaBear has a crazy back story which
has made who he/she/it/they are today;
they are all accepted, all celebrated where
they live and commune, and of course,
waiting for their community of friends and
family to grow and gather around them –
just to enjoy themselves and have fun.
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THE METABERSE

This is the city of the MetaBears, a hilarious little
corner inside the metaverse which has its own rules,
story, places to hang and is open to all which wish to
join the fun.
The city will be created inside the metaverse so we
can give the MetaBears a place to run wild and do
their thing. Of course, the city wants to invite all of the
community of the MetaBears to come and immerse
themselves into the MetaBear way of life – we are
planning a deep and meaningful story to run
through the city, with a timeline, funny events,
collaborations with many brands that will pop-up
during your adventure, as well as integrating NFTs
into the way of life in the city – this will be a brand-
new experience both for beginners and more
seasoned adventurers in the metaverse. As these
lines are written, we are working and finding the best
way to immerse the community into this great story!
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ROADMAP
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ABOUT THE ROADMAP 
& UPCOMING 

 We see the MetaBears as part of our life’s work. 
It is a long road ahead. The first few phases will allow us to
expose the MetaBears and the idea behind their creation. 
The next few stages will strive to deepen the MetaBears’ idea and
world, so it can house many who are interested in joining and
“feeling” the MetaBears on many different levels (i.e., both in and
out of the metaverse).

An upcoming exciting event is the MetaBears Collectible Cards 

50 types of MetaBear cards, the first collection of the franchise. 
We love nostalgia and we adored the physical collectibles of our
childhood like ‘Pogs’ and R.L. Stine’s ‘Garbage Pail Kids’. These
MetaBears cards will revive the idea of collecting with our friends 
and exchanging them between one another – a way to
reconnect and have fun in the NFT age. The card will drop in a
presale event.

One great aspect of our vision for the MetaBears’ project (with
our own and others health in mind) is creating several IBD care
and health center (physical and virtual). There are millions of
people around the world suffering from IBD and IBD related
diseases; we humbly want to create healing centers, which will
be a part of and based on the profits of the MetaBears’ project. 
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These centers will house many different types of supporting
treatments for IBD, such as counseling, holistic treatments, group
sessions as well as different medical services – a combination that
does not exist currently for the benefit of IBD patients. These centers
will extend a helping hand to those who need it. We know that IBD
patients are not in this alone; their families and close friends feel the
effects of their condition on a daily basis.

We would like to create a global community which will have access
the newest information regarding the diseases and treatments, as
well an open space to communicate and help each other to get
better.

Even before these centers are created, we want to raise awareness to
IBD, so we will contribute 20% of the MetaBears’ profits in 2022-2023 to
IBD related associations. We even created a very special MetaBear
for the cause which will be revealed and minted only on May 19, 2022,
the international IBD day.

As the project progresses, its profits will allow for us to expand and
create a MetaBear token/coin which will support its expansion further
and help subsidize the aforementioned centers as well as keep the
community involved, thus creating an entire eco-system of healing
and having fun!
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CONTACT
INFO

Mail

Info@meta-bears.io

Website

www.meta-bears.io

Contract Address: 

0x2953399124F0cBB46d2CbACD8A89cF0599974963

Token: Standard: ERC-1155

Blockchain: Polygon

Metadata: Centralized

We are the MetaBears


